Abstract. Lymph nodes routinely need to be considered in clinical practice in all kinds of oncological examinations. Automatic detection of lymph nodes from chest CT data is however challenging because of low contrast and clutter. Sliding window detectors using traditional features easily get confused by similar structures like muscles and vessels. It recently has been proposed to combine segmentation and detection to improve the detection performance. Features extracted from a segmentation that is initialized with a detection candidate can be used to train a classifier that decides whether the detection is a true or false positive. In this paper, the graph cuts method is adapted to the problem of lymph nodes segmentation. We propose a setting that requires only a single positive seed and at the same time solves the small cut problem of graph cuts. Furthermore, we propose a feature set that is extracted from the candidate segmentation. A classifier is trained on this feature set and used to reject false alarms. Cross validation on 54 CT datasets showed that the proposed system reaches a detection rate of 60.9% with only 6.1 false alarms per volume image, which is better than the current state of the art of mediastinal lymph node detection.
Introduction
In clinical practice, radiologists commonly have to consider lymph nodes, especially in the area of the mediastinum (the area between the lungs). They are highly relevant in case of cancer [4, 10] . Affected lymph nodes are typically enlarged. The total volume of all nodes, the number of nodes, the spatial distribution or changes over time can give a physician important information about the progress of the disease and the effectiveness of the treatment. Physicians typically use CT for the assessment. Computing such statistics requires to detect and/or segment the lymph nodes. Finding and measuring lymph nodes manually is however very time consuming and therefore not done in clinical practice. Furthermore, there is a high inter and even intra observer variability [6] .
An automatic system that detects and segments lymph nodes from CT data would therefore be of high clinical use. It however has to cope with clutter and low contrast because lymph nodes are often in the neighborhood of muscles and vessels and have at the same time a similar attenuation coefficient. Furthermore, there is a great variability in both the size and the shape of lymph nodes.
The topic has received increasing attention in the last five years. In [9, 5] , lymph nodes are detected by a cascade of filters (Hessian based, morphological operations and a so-called 3-D Min-DD filter). In [3] , lymph nodes are detected and segmented by fitting a mass-spring model at different positions.
Fig. 1. Overview of the detection pipeline
In this paper, we follow [6, 1] that proposed two data driven approaches. As in [6], a discriminative model of the lymph node appearance is combined with a spatial prior probability that contains anatomical knowledge about where lymph nodes are likely to appear. Similar to [1], detection and segmentation is combined to improve the detection performance. We introduce a feature set that is extracted from a candidate segmentation. A classifier is trained on the feature set to decide whether a segmentation is an actual lymph node or a false positive detection.
In contrast to [1], we do not fit a sphere to a lymph node. Instead, we adapt graph cuts to the problem of lymph node segmentation. Prior knowledge of the lymph node appearance is included by selecting the weights of the graph according to manually annotated data. The segmentation is initialized with a single point from the detection result. To overcome a major problem of graph cuts segmentation, the small cut problem, we introduce an additional radial weighting of the graph that is well suited for segmenting blob-like structures. Fig. 1 shows an overview of our system that consists of four stages. In stages 1-3, a list of possible lymph node center positions is generated. Stage 4 is the major contribution of this paper: Here, the detected lymph nodes are verified using features extracted from a candidate segmentation. At all stages, the detection score is weighted using a spatial prior probability as introduced in [6] .
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents our method that jointly detects and segments lymph nodes, section 3 presents experiments and results, and section 4 concludes the paper.
Proposed Method for Detecting and Segmenting Lymph Nodes

Candidate Generation
In each of the first three stages, a binary classifier is trained to learn the probability p(m = 1|t) of observing a true lymph node at position t. Here, m is the binary class variable. In stages one and two, we follow the approach of [6]: A probabilistic boosting tree (PBT) classifier [13] is trained with 3-D Haar-like features. A PBT is a binary decision tree with a strong Ada-Boost classifier at each node. Haar-like features are box features that are simple but powerful because they can be computed very efficiently. At stages two to four, only the detections
